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Abstract: One of the key systems of a Wave Energy Converter for extraction of wave energy 

is the Power Take-Off (PTO) device. This device transforms the mechanical energy of a 

moving body into electrical energy. This paper describes the model of an innovative PTO based 

on independently activated double-acting hydraulic cylinders array. The model has been 

developed using a simulation tool, based on a port-based approach to model hydraulics systems. 

The components and subsystems used in the model have been parameterized as real components 

and their values experimentally obtained from an existing prototype. In fact, the model takes 

into account most of the hydraulic losses of each component. The simulations show the 

flexibility to apply different restraining torques to the input movement depending on the 

geometrical configuration and the hydraulic cylinders on duty, easily modified by a control 

law. The combination of these two actions allows suitable flexibility to adapt the device to 

different sea states whilst optimizing the energy extraction. The model has been validated 

using a real test bench showing good correlations between simulation and experimental tests.  
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1. Introduction 

All Wave Energy Converters (WECs) based on wave activated bodies comprise, among other subsystems, 

a reaction mechanism moved by wave action, a Power Take-Off (PTO) system and a control system to 

adjust the dynamic behavior of the WEC to the incident wave conditions [1]. It is widely assumed that 

one of the key devices of a WEC is the PTO device. This is due to the fact that it is responsible for 

transforming the mechanical energy of the moving body into electrical energy. In addition, the PTO is used 

to control the WEC in order to optimize the extraction of wave energy [2–10]. 

Depending on the technology used for wave energy extraction, there are different PTOs, which can  

be classified into air turbine devices, electrical direct-drive and low and high pressure hydraulic systems 

based on the pressurization of a liquid flow [11]. The high pressure hydraulic PTO systems offer the 

advantage of storing large quantities of energy through the use of gas accumulators that allow a smoother 

power output. In addition, in most cases they can be assembled using components adapted from standard 

commercial applications fulfilling requirements to endure hard environmental conditions, and that are 

suitable for being controlled. According to [12], hydraulics are a well-established technology used in 

many kinds of on and off-shore drive trains, as demonstrated in Pelamis [6], one of the world’s first grid 

connected wave energy commercial array of WECs. This kind of PTO transforms the incoming power, 

which is oscillating at low frequency and high torque, into a continuous and relatively high frequency 

speed, that is usable by alternators. 

As a consequence, in the last decade several research papers related to the modeling of hydraulic PTOs 

concerning wave energy conversion systems have been published. One of the main objectives of these 

models is to analyze the behavior of the hydraulic PTO before constructing a real device, that is, assessing 

the PTO efficiency with the aim of reducing hydraulic losses. The PTO model can then be included in 

the governing equations of a complete WEC, based on a linear time-domain model using the Cummins 

approach [13]. Furthermore, the ultimate objective for developing these models is to design control 

strategies in order to obtain the maximum energy extraction from the sea. 

Since the first experimental results of a hydraulic system for energy conversion reported by  

Budals [14] and later extended by Falnes [15], several authors have developed high-pressure hydraulic 

PTO models using different approaches. 

One of the first models for describing the behavior of a hydraulic system to extract energy from the 

sea was reported by Eidsmoen in their studies of a heaving-buoy wave energy converter [16–18]. The 

model was developed using mathematical equations of the main components included in the hydraulic 

system, studying the behavior of the WEC using discrete latching control. Other models followed the 

same basis with extended and improved approaches, like those developed by Falcão [5], Josset et al. [19] 

and Ricci [8]. 

Another approach for modeling a hydraulic PTO for Wave Energy Converters is based on the graphical 

modeling methodology called Bond Graph. This representation is particularly useful when more than one 
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energy domain is involved in the system as in the case of wave energy conversion systems. The model is 

based on the exchange of energy through bonds. The bonds are associated with a flow variable and an effort 

variable, and its product being the exchanged power through the components connected by the bond.  

In the case of hydraulic systems, the flow variable is the volume flow rate, Q, while the effort variable 

is the pressure, P [20]. This representation for modeling PTO for wave energy conversion has been used 

by Engja and Hals [21], Bacelli et al. [22] and Kurniawan et al. [23], among others. 

The last approach for modeling the hydraulic PTO has been recently stated by Cargo [24] using the 

Simhydraulic® software (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) based on the Simscape platform 

product for the Simulink® Physical Modeling (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) family. In a 

sense, this approach is very similar to the previous one, as every component in the model can interact 

with the others by exchanging energy through its ports. This approach is very interesting as it offers a 

library of basic components parameterized according to vendor’s datasheets. A specific model can be 

developed using these basic components jointly with user-defined components. Moreover, the behavior 

of the fluid and the effect of the real pipes of the hydraulic system can be taken into account. In this sense, 

according to Yang et al. [25], the lengths of the pipes not only influence the transient response, but also the 

power extracted from the sea. However, most of the aforementioned hydraulic PTO models do not 

consider the pipes and they also assume that the tank or low pressure reservoir is of a sufficient size that 

its pressure and volume does not change. These assumptions can lead to inaccurate results due to  

non-modeled effects such as, the oil compressibility inside the pipes, delays to the pressurization of the 

system, as well as the effects of entrapped air in the oil [26]. 

This paper describes the development of a complete model of an innovative PTO focused on the latter 

approach based on a double-acting hydraulic cylinders array for wave energy conversion. This model is 

an extension of another model in which losses were assumed to be constant and independent of the 

hydraulic system pressure and flow [27]. 

The innovation of this hydraulic PTO with respect to other PTO technologies comes from the 

flexibility to apply a braking force to the mechanical energy provided by the moving part. Generally in 

current systems, the adjustment of the force applied by the PTO is carried out by modifying the  

pressure [6,17,28,29] or by modifying the available areas of the hydraulic cylinders to apply a discrete 

force [30,31]. The PTOs based on the modified area technique use a Discrete Displacement Cylinder 

(DDC) in order to employ different forces. The PTO described in this work is able to modulate the torque 

by modifying the force application points of each individual hydraulic cylinder, by modifying the areas 

on duty as well as controlling the pressure of the high pressure side. The combination of these three 

actions enables sufficient flexibility to be able to adapt the device to different sea states, through the 

application of a large number of restraining torques. This factor can help to improve the optimization of 

the energy extraction. 

In this work, a complete model of the PTO is simulated in open-loop control which considers the actual 

features of valves and hydraulic motor as well as the effects of the pipes, losses and entrapped air in the 

oil. The objective is to study the behavior of the complete PTO model using known inputs in order to 

assess its flexibility using different geometrical configurations and different hydraulic cylinders.  

By providing a full adjusted model of the PTO, the dynamic force can be included in the Cummins 

equations instead of using damping coefficients to represent the PTO force in the model [32–34].  

This PTO model, representing the physical prototype, could be used jointly with current WEC 
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technologies, such as Wavebob [35–37], Wavestar [38,39] and Waveroller [40] devices as depicted in 

the submitted patent application [41]. 

As described in the paper, the model of this PTO is suitably flexible to enable the implementation  

of different control strategies. On the one hand, by deactivating the valves blocks it is possible to apply 

declutching control strategies [3], i.e., the hydraulic cylinders can move freely without applying a force 

during a specific interval of time. On the other hand, by activating all the hydraulic cylinders, the torque 

arm could be stopped for a specific duration. In this case the force will depend on the pressure of the high 

pressure side, in relation to the high pressure accumulator. This means that the PTO system can be used 

to apply latching control strategies [2,16,34,42,43]. This flexibility in the activation and deactivation of 

the duty hydraulic cylinders also allows the application of variable time-amplitude pulse control 

strategies [1]. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 defines the concept and the theoretical behavior of  

the hydraulic system is completely described. Section 3 introduces the modeling of the hydraulic PTO 

system, describing the main components. Finally, the model validation is presented in Section 4, where 

the simulation behavior of the hydraulic PTO model to different inputs is analyzed and the experimental 

validation is described.  

2. Concept of THE Novel Hydraulic PTO System 

The hydraulic PTO presented in this work (Figure 1), is able to extract energy from the alternating 

movement of a torque arm, pivoting from point PP. The restraining torque applied by the PTO input 

depends on four variables: the sum of the active areas of the operating hydraulic cylinders, the pressure of 

the high and low pressure accumulators, the location of the fixing points of each hydraulic cylinder in 

relation to the PTO input axis defined in Figure 2, and finally, the status of the control valve. 

 

Figure 1. PTO Hydraulic Scheme. 
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Figure 2. Parameters defining the position of one of the hydraulic cylinder rod with respect 

to the pivoting axis (PP). 

As Figure 1 illustrates, the hydraulic PTO is comprised of a set of sub-systems: an array of hydraulic 

cylinders working as displacement pumps and fixed to vertical columns [27,41], a group of valve blocks 

in order to control the reactive force of the PTO, a High Pressure (HP) accumulator to store the excess 

energy and provide smoother power output, a control valve that can be actuated in order to regulate the 

hydraulic flow into the hydraulic motor, a Low Pressure (LP) accumulator to supply oil into the hydraulic 

cylinders and, finally, several check valves to force the flow of the hydraulic oil in a specific direction. 

Apart from the check valves included in Figure 1, each valves block contains four check valves as indicated 

later in this paper (see Section 3.1.2 below). In order to control the temperature of the hydraulic fluid and 

maintain good operating conditions, several auxiliary components have been included in the hydraulic 

scheme such as the chiller, two Pt100 temperature transducers and a filter on the low pressure side.  

In order to clarify the scheme, the different pressure sides have been identified by colors: blue (oil to HP), 

red (oil to LP from hydraulic cylinders) and green (oil from LP to hydraulic cylinders). 

In Figure 2, the geometrical parameters that change the geometry are shown. This figure defines the 

position of the hydraulic cylinder rod taking into account AC (L), OC and OB (R) distances, the hydraulic 

cylinder length (AB) and the angular position of the PTO input shaft, Ф. The hydraulic cylinder length, 

AB, varies with the movement of the PTO input as the rod of the hydraulic cylinder is moving. 

The articulated fixing points of the hydraulic cylinders chambers, A points, are fixed in two parallel 

vertical columns [27]. At a specific value of pressure in the HP accumulator, and in order to quickly 

apply a higher braking torque additional hydraulic cylinders can be set on duty. If the torque at the PTO 

input is sufficient to move the rod of the hydraulic cylinders, which is directly related with the pressure 

of the HP accumulator, then the input flow, Q1, will be propelled into the high pressure side. If the movement 

of the input shaft of the PTO is able to move the hydraulic cylinder rods, and as long as the control valve 

is closed, then the high pressure of the system will increase thereby reducing the pressure inside the low 

pressure accumulator. 
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The flexibility and precision of this PTO is improved by the inclusion of a mobile electro-hydraulic 

fixing system at both ends of each hydraulic cylinder. By modifying the parameters OB (R) and AC (L) 

depicted in Figure 2, the restraining torque changes. On the one hand, moving point A along the AC and, 

on the other hand, moving point B along OB, the torque arm can be adjusted regarding the requirements 

of a specific input. These parameters can be adjusted depending on the sea state. Table 1 specifies the 

geometrical parameters possibilities of each double-acting hydraulic cylinder. The last row of Table 1 

represents the available variation of the rod displacement depending on AC, OB and OC parameters in 

conjunction with the angular position of the PTO input shaft, Ф.  

Table 1. Geometrical parameters applied to hydraulic cylinders. 

Parameter Description 
Hydraulic Cylinder 

HC3.1 & HC3.3 
Hydraulic Cylinder 

HC3.2 & HC3.4 

Maximum admitted Input angle, Ф (°) ±26.85 ±26.85 
OC (mm) 713 700 

OB (mm)—Possibilities 105/142.5/180/217.5 100/140/175/210 
AC (mm)—Possibilities 30/105/142.5/180/217.5 30/100/140/175/210 

Rod displacement range (mm),  
fn (OB, AC, OC, Ф cylinder dimensions) 

93.5–196.5 89–189.7 

These two parameters, OB and AC, in conjunction with the active area, Ai, of each active hydraulic 

cylinder allow the application of discrete restraining torque at the input of the PTO shaft connected to the 

Energy Capture Device. Hence, the expression for the restraining torque applied by the PTO is the sum of 

the restraining torque applied by each hydraulic cylinder: 
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where P1 is the pressure inside the hydraulic cylinder chamber in service, directly related to the pressure 

inside the high pressure accumulator; and ri is the torque arm, the distance between the longitudinal axis 

of each hydraulic cylinder and the pivoting axis, PP, of the input shaft of the PTO. 

As seen in Figure 2, the ri parameter is defined by OB (R) and AC (L) parameters and the hydraulic 

cylinder dimensions, parameter AB, together with the instantaneous angle of the input shaft of the PTO, 

Ф. This angle can be easily measured in a real time system using a suitable encoder. Knowing this angle 

and the geometrical parameters identified in Figure 2, through the application of the cosine theorem to 

calculate φ and θ angles, it is possible to compute the arm of each hydraulic cylinder rod along the time 

of the hydraulic cylinder rod through the following equation: 
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From the behavior of the rod position with time, it is possible to derive the instantaneous oil flow 

contribution to the high pressure side. Hence, defining a time interval Δt (t−1 → t), the instantaneous flow 

can be computed following the Equation (4): 
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3. Modeling of the Hydraulic PTO Device 

The hydraulic model is implemented using Simhydraulics® and Simulink® software platforms using 

library blocks and some specific hydraulic blocks developed by the authors in order to represent several 

parts of the system. 

As previously mentioned, Figure 1 describes the main components of the complete model of the hydraulic 

device. In the following paragraphs the main sub models and blocks are described, and their relevant 

parameters are specified. The fully assembled PTO hydraulic model is described in Section 3.2. The 

parameters of each component have been jointly selected from the datasheet of real components along 

with experimental results [44]. The features related to each component are detailed in the SimHydraulics 

reference [45]. The reason for choosing the geometrical parameters included hereinafter in the model 

comes from the need to absorb both an oscillating movement of ±30° at 5 rad/s as a maximum angular 

speed as well as absorbing up to 16,000 Nm from a specific WEC (for more information see [27]). 

3.1. Subsystems and Components 

The hydraulic model consists of four double-acting hydraulic cylinders, a set of control blocks for 

every hydraulic cylinder, a set of hydraulic pipelines to connect every hydraulic cylinder port with the control 

valves blocks, a set of nineteen check valves, two gas accumulators, a control valve, a fixed-displacement 

hydraulic motor and a pressure relief valve.  

The oil characteristics are included in the model through a specific block which parameterizes its 

density, kinematic viscosity, Bulk modulus and system temperature. The relative amount of trapped air 

is adjusted by comparing simulation behavior with experimental tests in the same conditions. 

As the goal of this work is to demonstrate the PTO flexibility for applying different restraining torques, 

the model has been simplified, neglecting auxiliary components of the complete hydraulic PTO system, 

such as the chiller and filter. The description of each main component is detailed below. 

3.1.1. Double-Acting Hydraulic Cylinders Array 

The double-acting cylinders array transforms the kinematic energy from the alternating angular movement 

of the PTO input to hydraulic energy. The motion in both directions is used to pump the hydraulic fluid 

into the high pressure circuit. The model of these hydraulic cylinders assumes no internal and external 

leakage. Figure 3 illustrates the connections of every cylinder with the input movement. In this figure, 

hydraulic connections between cylinders are shown, including pipes and T-junctions. 

As can be seen in Figure 3, the same input movement (InputSignal) is applied to every Hydraulic 

Cylinder (HC) block, whereas every hydraulic cylinder has an independent control input signal to activate 

or deactivate it, in order to inject flow in the High or Low Pressure side (HP and LP respectively).  
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Figure 3 shows each hydraulic cylinder block connected to the LP, HP and LPr pressure circuits through  

T-junctions, pipes and cross junctions. 

 

Figure 3. Hydraulic cylinders array model. 

Each HC block is modeled including the friction effect between the chamber and the rod. This friction 

force is simulated as the sum of Stribeck, Coulomb and viscous effects. 

Figure 4 shows the model of one of the Hydraulic Cylinder blocks that includes, among other 

components, the friction effect, pipes between the hydraulic and the valve block ports as well as the 

motion of the hydraulic cylinder rod through the Kinematic block. Inside the Kinematic block the 

trigonometric equations deriving the Equation (2) are used to calculate the position and the velocity of 

the hydraulic cylinder rod, represented as Δx/Δt or v_cili, in Figure 2. 

As mentioned previously, this hydraulic model consists of four hydraulic double-acting hydraulic 

cylinders whose relevant parameters are included in Table 2. These values are selected in order to absorb 

a maximum torque of 16,000 Nm, as previously indicated. 

The use of four double-acting hydraulic cylinders placed in opposite sides having the same area, as 

indicated in Table 2, offers up to nineteen different areas represented in Figure 5. The use of two identical 

hydraulic cylinders on opposite sides allows the application of the same force independent of the direction 

of movement. 

The restraining torque depends on the hydraulic cylinders area on duty, the high pressure available  

in the HP Accumulator, P2; and the torque arm applied by each hydraulic cylinder, ri. This functionality 

improves the capability of adjusting the restraining force indicated by Hansen [31], who uses three 

different high pressure accumulators and a multi-chambered hydraulic cylinder to obtain up to thirteen 

available areas. 
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Figure 4. Hydraulic cylinder model including each associated elements. 

Table 2. Main parameters of the hydraulic cylinders. 

Parameter Description H.C. 3.1. and H.C. 3.3 H.C. 3.2. and H.C. 3.4 

Piston Area A (cm2) 8.04 19.63 
Annulus Area, B (cm2) 6.5 15.83 

Hydraulic cylinder maximum stroke (mm) 420 361 
Dead volume Chamber A (cm3) 6.754 32.452 
Dead volume Chamber B (cm3) 3.377 16.226 

Rod Mass (kg) 1.11 2.51 

 

Figure 5. Available areas depending on the hydraulic cylinders on operation. 
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The availability of these areas together with the possibility of changing the geometrical position of 

each hydraulic cylinder, as indicated in Table 1, along with the change on the operation pressure allows 

the application of a greater quantity of restraining torques.  

3.1.2. Valve Blocks 

These subsystems allow the activation of each hydraulic cylinder independently. The configuration 

shown in Figure 6 indicates that the fluid flows into the relevant hydraulic cylinder chamber from the LP 

side (identified as FromLP) and, depending on the state of the 4-way valve, the fluid is pumped into HP 

side (ToHP) or LP side (ToLP). This operation is very noteworthy: on the one hand, by deactivating the 

valves block, it is possible to apply declutching control strategies [3], i.e., moving the hydraulic cylinders 

freely. On the other hand, by activating all of the hydraulic cylinders, the torque arm could be stopped 

for a specific period. This means that PTO system could be used to apply latching control strategies like 

the ones proposed by several authors [2,15,34,42,43]. In order to avoid pressure peaks, noise and additional 

losses, it is recommended to close valves when the speed of the rods is low, i.e., very close to zero.  

 

Figure 6. Valves block model. 

Furthermore, the availability of independently activating and deactivating the hydraulic cylinders, 

allowing up to nineteen different areas, allows the application of control strategies based on variable 

amplitude pulse control [1]. 

Each valve block consists of two 4-way directional valves and several check valves. The status of  

the each directional valve is governed by a 3-position valve actuator. The main parameters affecting this 

subsystem are indicated in Table 3. The model of these valve blocks subsystems is shown in Figure 6. 
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Table 3. Valve block main parameters. 

Symbol Parameter Description Value 

CD Flow Discharge coefficient 0.65 
Amax Fully open valve passage area (mm2) 44.18 
Aleak Closed valve leakage area (m2) 2.745 × 10−11 
Ton Switching-on time (ms) 60 
Toff Switching-off time (ms) 40 

3.1.3. Check Valves 

These components allow flow in one direction and block it in the opposite direction. The valve remains 

closed while the pressure differential across the valve is lower than the valve cracking pressure.  

The model of the check valve accounts for the laminar and turbulent flows and is monitored by the 

Reynolds number, Re. If the Re value is below the critical Reynolds number, Recr, the regime is laminar, 

hence, the flow follows the Equation (5). Otherwise, the regime is turbulent and relates to Expression (6) 

for the flow governing equation [45]: 
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From Equations (5) and (6), the instantaneous orifice passage area, A(p), depends on the differential 

pressure across the valve, p, as included in [46]. This instantaneous orifice area changes linearly between 

cracking pressure and the pressure needed to fully open the valve. In Table 4, a description of the main 

parameters and its corresponding values for the check valves included in the model (see Figure 1) are 

indicated. Furthermore, all of the assembled check valves inside the Valve Blocks correspond to CV1 

type check valves. 

Table 4. Check valve main parameters. 

Symbol Parameter Description Value CV1 Value CV2 

CD Flow Discharge coefficient 0.535 0.535 
Amax Fully open valve passage area (mm2) 126.677 660.52 
Aleak Closed valve leakage area (m2) 2.75 × 10−11 2.75 × 10−11 
pcrack Cracking Pressure (bar) 0.17 1 
pmax Pressure needed to fully open the valve (bar) 3.447 3.447 

It is widely assumed to consider this kind of components working under turbulent regime [47,48], 

therefore the critical Reynolds number, Recr, has been suitable considered in this sense.  

3.1.4. Hydraulic Pipelines 

The pipelines are used to hydraulically connect different components of the model. The model of this 

block takes into account friction losses along the pipe length as well as the fluid compressibility. 
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One type of pipelines is used to connect the hydraulic cylinders pressure ports to the corresponding 

valves blocks as shown in Figure 4. 

Besides these hydraulic flexible pipelines some other rigid pipelines are considered in the model to 

connect each Valves Block port with the corresponding gas accumulator using mainly T-junctions. These 

kinds of pipelines are both included in Figures 3 and 4. The main parameters included in the model for 

each flexible and circular pipeline are inserted in Table 5. The internal surface roughness height has been 

selected according to [49]. 

Table 5. Hydraulic pipeline parameters. 

Parameter Description 
H.C. 3.1. to 

Valve Block 4.1 
H.C. 3.2. to 

Valve Block 4.2 
H.C. 3.3. to 

Valve Block 4.3 
H.C. 3.4. to 

Valve Block 4.4 

Diameter (mm) 12.7 19.01 12.7 19.1 

Length (mm) 3300 3100 4000 3500 

Internal surface roughness 

height (mm) 
1.5 × 10−2 

3.1.5. Pre-Charged Gas Accumulators 

An accumulator consists of a pre-charged gas chamber connected to the hydraulic system. If the pressure 

of the fluid, p, is higher than the preload gas pressure, ppr, the hydraulic fluid will go into the accumulator 

compressing the gas and storing hydraulic energy through oil volume, VF. If the pressure inside the 

accumulator is decreasing, it is due to the fact that it is delivering energy to the system.  

The model of the gas accumulator assumes a polytropic process, widely accepted by the research 

community [5,8,17] as being the specific heat ratio, k, 1.4, when nitrogen is considered as the pre-charged 

gas. As the surrounding air temperature doesn’t change significantly over time intervals less than several 

hours, it is reasonable to consider that the gas compression/expansion process inside the accumulator is 

approximately isentropic. This means that the corresponding changes in entropy may be neglected, although 

the changes in gas temperature inside the accumulator may be significant during the compression/expansion 

cycle [5]. In this model, the volume inside each accumulator, VF, is governed by Equations (7) and (8) 

and depends on the structural compliance of the accumulator, Ks. This parameter is introduced in the model 

to improve the convergence and computational efficiency. In this case it is established at 1 × 10−8 m3/bar. 

Equation (8) is applied when the pressure in the inlet of the gas accumulator is higher than the  

pre-charged pressure. The main parameters are detailed in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Parameters of pre-charged gas accumulators. 

Symbol Parameter Description HP Accumulator LP Accumulator 

VA Accumulator Capacity (l) 51.5 51.5 
ppr Preload pressure (bar) 60 1.5 
V0 Initial Volume (l) 0.001 29 

3.1.6. Fixed-Displacement Hydraulic Motor 

The fixed displacement hydraulic motor is modeled taking into account constant volumetric, ηv, and 

hydraulic-mechanic, ηmech, efficiencies, the nominal pressure, pnom, the angular speed, ωMH, and several 

characteristics of the hydraulic fluid such as the fluid kinematic viscosity, υ, and the fluid density, ρ. 

Hence, the flow through the hydraulic motor is governed by Equation (9) [50], whereas the generated 

torque is calculated using Equation (10). The main parameters are described in Table 7, where ∆p represents 

the pressure drop between the inlet and outlet of the hydraulic motor. 

Table 7. Fixed-displacement hydraulic motor main parameters. 

Symbol Parameter Description Value 

D Motor displacement (cm3/rev) 4.9 
ηv Volumetric efficiency 0.98 
ηmech Hydraulic-Mechanical efficiency 0.9 
pnom Nominal pressure (bar) 300 
ωnom Nominal angular velocity (rpm) 4500 

In between the fixed hydraulic motor and control valve (see Section 3.1.7) is a rigid pipe whose length 

and diameter correspond to 2500 mm and 8 mm respectively. Under the model of the hydraulic motor 

subsystem, the possibility to apply a load depending on the status of an input signal has been included. 

However, for simulations of Section 4, the load only includes the inertia of the output encoder, the coupling 

and the hydraulic motor inertia, and which totals 1.62 kg·cm2: 
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3.1.7. Control Valve 

Although most of the works in the literature use the variable-displacement hydraulic motor as the 

output of the PTO, this model considers a fixed-displacement hydraulic motor to allow very low flows 

keeping high efficiency. This is due to the real PTO test bench which has been designed to be tested and 

used for 1/4 scaled WEC. Therefore, to control the flow rate through the hydraulic motor or its inlet pressure, 

the model uses a control valve which can adjust the aperture in order to allow variable flow rate. This 

produces a variable angular speed in the shaft of the hydraulic motor. 

The control valve is used to modify the flow through the fixed-displacement hydraulic motor. This 

kind of component produces heat losses related to the pressure drop and the flow rate through it. However, 
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this valve should be used when it is necessary to control the flow rate or pressure of the system using a 

fixed displacement motor.  

The valve used in the model (2B13N type) is parameterized according to the chart from the  

datasheet [51], including the evolution of the flow through the valve in Figure 7, and which depends on 

the percentage of the command signal whereas the pressure drop between the inlet and outlet is about 5 bar. 

As shown in Figure 7, the flow through the valve depends on the percentage of the aperture of the 

valve controlled by a proportional signal. The valve is characterized by a discharge coefficient, established 

at 0.154 after an iterative process. Several simulations were performed in order to adjust the results from 

simulations with experimental results. Further explanation of this process is made in Subsection 4.2.  

In addition, the closed valve leakage area has been established at 9.6 × 10−11 m2. This value is related to 

the internal leakage of the valve when it is completely closed.  

 

Figure 7. Control valve flow versus command signal. Courtesy of Eaton Corporation. 

3.1.8. Pressure Relief 

The relief valve is a security system to limit the maximum pressure of the hydraulic system. This valve 

is closed whilst the pressure at the valve input is lower than the limit pressure. If the limit pressure is 

reached, the flow through the valve will depend on the pressure drop of the valve and the Reynolds 

number. The main parameters used in the model for this block are indicated in Table 8. The expressions 

which model this kind of valves are the same as indicated in Equations (5) and (6). 

Table 8. Pressure relief valve main parameters. 

Symbol Parameter Description Value 

CD Flow discharge coefficient 0.535 
Amax Fully open valve passage area (mm2) 96.94 
Aleak Closed valve leakage area (m2) 9.6 × 10−11 
pset Valve pressure setting (bar) 200 
Preg Valve regulation range (bar) 5 
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3.2. Assembled Subsystems and Components 

Taking into account the previous description of the subsystems and components, the complete model 

is depicted in Figure 8. The model monitors the main flows and pressures of the hydraulic system using 

flow and pressure gauges. These elements have been identified as QS and PS in the model, respectively. 

In addition, the model monitors the angular speed and torque of the PTO input, TorqueArm_Speed, and 

T_PTO signals respectively. In this sense, in addition to the pressure of each hydraulic cylinder chamber, 

the pressure of the HP and LP accumulators, the flow generated by each cylinder on duty and the flow 

supplied to each gas accumulator and through the hydraulic motor are monitored in the time domain. 

Moreover, the average value of the flow supplied by the hydraulic cylinders on duty is calculated based 

on a continuous data buffer regarding the instantaneous flow. This average flow could be used, in the future, 

for appropriately opening the aperture of the control valve thereby supplying a specific flow to the  

fixed-displacement hydraulic motor. 

 

Figure 8. PTO hydraulic model assembled. 

The model of the system in Figure 1 is further depicted in Figure 8. The hydraulic model includes, on 

the left hand side of the schematic, the double-acting cylinder array system. This block has five inputs: 

the Input signal, corresponding to the displacement of a rack-pinion movement, and the control signals 

activating and deactivating each hydraulic cylinder through an ON/OFF command to obtain different 

available areas. In the middle of the schematic are the gas accumulators and a virtual sensor which 

calculates the mean value of the flow pumped by the double-acting cylinder array system. Furthermore, 

the relief valve is located close to the LP Accumulator. Finally, on the right hand side of the schematic, 

the fixed-displacement hydraulic motor, the control valve and the check valve, called CV2 in Figure 1, 

are represented. The outputs of this open loop model are identified in Figure 8 as MH_Speed and 

MH_Torque, the speed and torque of the hydraulic motor, respectively. 

The last point to completely define the hydraulic model is related to the hydraulic fluid characteristics 

and the Solver. In order to evaluate the model, it is necessary to include two more blocks, the Solver and 
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the hydraulic fluid that goes through every component. Table 9 indicates the main features of the hydraulic 

fluid established in the model. 

Table 9. Hydraulic fluid parameters. 

Parameter Description Value (25 °C) 

Density (Kg/m3) 876.087 
Fluid kinematic density (cSt) 97.22 

Relative amount of trapped air 0.06 
Bulk modulus (Pa) 1.6 × 109 

3.3. Model Input and Output Signals 

Taking into account that the final goal is to adjust the model with the assembled PTO (see Section 4), 

an input motion signal has been chosen instead of an input force signal. The completely adjusted model 

will be used in future works focusing on the dynamic behavior of the complete WEC-PTO system. 

In order to analyze the behavior of the PTO model, its input motion is modeled using the kinematic 

scheme depicted in Figure 2. Moreover, the generation of the alternative angular movement is carried out 

through a linear movement generated by a rack-pinion geared system using a 96 mm primitive diameter, Rp, 

as explained in [27]. The model allows connecting/de-connecting hydraulic cylinders off-line or during 

simulations. It is also possible to define pre-programmed sequences of activation. 

According to Figure 2, to apply the input movement signal to each piston rod, AB(t), a linear sinusoidal 

movement applied in the rack-pinion geared system is transformed into the angular movement, Ф(t), 

through the primitive diameter. Considering the geometrical parameters of the hydraulic cylinders, 

characterized by their lengths and the fixation points of their clamping system with respect to the pivoting 

axis, PP, (dimensions AC, OB and OC), the Ф(t) movement is applied to point B of each hydraulic 

cylinder rod modified with time along the segment AB. Hence, the applied movement in the hydraulic 

piston rods follows the Equation (3), where Φ is a function of time (t) following the Expression (11), 

with A being the amplitude of the sinusoidal movement applied in the rack-pinion system, and f the 

frequency of the input signal: 

)2()( tfsen
R

A
t

p

   (11) 

Therefore, following Equations (2) and (3) and substituting Ф using Equation (11), the Torque Arm 

value of each hydraulic cylinder rod follows the trajectory depicted in Figure 9. These trajectories are 

followed when the cylinders are placed as in Configuration 1 (see Table 10) and the sinusoidal movement 

in the rack-pinion system has an amplitude of 40 mm at 0.1 Hz. 
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Figure 9. Torque arm position versus time of the array cylinders using Config 1. 

Table 10. Geometric parameters of the hydraulic cylinder fixation for model validation. 

Geometric Configuration Used OB (mm) AC (mm) OC (mm) 

Config 1 
HC3.1/HC3.3 217.5 30 713 
HC3.2/HC3.4 210 30 700 

Config 2 
HC3.1/HC3.3 217.5 217.5 713 
HC3.2/HC3.4 210 210 700 

Config 3 
HC3.1/HC3.3 105 30 713 
HC3.2/HC3.4 100 30 700 

Config 4 
HC3.1/HC3.3 142.5 142.5 713 
HC3.2/HC3.4 140 140 700 

The developed model analyzes the outputs of the hydraulic PTO model, in response to the input 

movement. This refers to the pressure inside the high pressure accumulator as a value related to the stored 

energy and the speed as well as the torque produced by the fixed-displacement hydraulic motor when 

there is a flow through it due to the opening of the control valve by a given percentage. 

3.4. Other Considerations 

The model assumes that the temperature in the hydraulic fluid does not change during the simulation. 

However, it takes into account several parameters that consider most of the hydraulic losses caused by 

the hydraulic pipes and components including the real characteristics of the hydraulic fluid. 

The solver used in the simulations is an implicit continuous variable-step solver, ode15s. It has been 

selected due to its suitability to solve numerical differential formulas (NDFs). To achieve the best balance 

between accuracy and simulation time some simulations were carried out using different solver 

configurations. The best results in terms of accuracy with respect to experimental results were obtained 

using a relative tolerance of 1 × 10−4 using an adaptive algorithm, and applying a second order in the 

numerical differential formulas applied by the solver. 
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4. Model Validation 

The aim of the model validation is to adjust the model parameters through experimental data in order 

to obtain a complete adjusted open loop model for use in the control of any WEC that generates an 

alternative angular movement. Therefore, in this section some simulation results are presented in order 

to check the behavior of the pressure depending on geometrical parameters as well as the hydraulic 

cylinders on duty through consideration of a specific input movement. The validation demonstrates some 

of the possibilities to adjust the restraining torque depending on the hydraulic cylinder geometrical 

configuration and the number of hydraulic cylinders on duty. In addition some simulation tests on the PTO 

output are displayed, at different percentages of the aperture of the control valve, in order to check the 

speed of the hydraulic motor. 

Firstly the capabilities of this hydraulic PTO through simulation tests are presented, and, secondly, 

the comparison between the simulation and experimental results after the adjustment of the main features 

of the components of the model are explained.  

4.1. Simulation Validation 

With the aim of checking the behavior of the PTO model, different simulations have been carried out 

using the geometrical configurations indicated in Table 10 whilst applying the same input movement signal. 

For the sake of the validation, and later on, the adjustment of the model, a sinusoidal input signal with 

an amplitude of 40 mm at 0.1 Hz has been selected to move the rack-pinion geared system. In Table 10 

the values of the parameters OB (R), AC (L) and OC of each hydraulic cylinder for the selected 

configurations are defined. The values of each geometrical configuration used in this article correspond 

to maximum (Config 2), minimum (Config 3) and medium (Config 4) available distances for the OB and 

AC parameters. Config 1 corresponds to the geometrical configuration used in the experimental tests  

(see Section 4.2). For simplicity, these values are selected at the beginning of the simulation. 

The configurations are related to the maximum displacement, AB, allowed for the hydraulic cylinder 

rod and previously indicated in Table 1. In this sense, Config 1 allows greater displacement than Config 2, 

which in turns is greater than Config 4. The lowest allowed displacement is applied by Config 3.  

The movement directions of points A and B are displayed in Figure 2 and can be globally seen in [27]. 

In the model, the different geometrical configurations available for each hydraulic cylinder are discrete 

(see Table 1). These geometrical configurations could be modified automatically during the operation. 

Depending on the reaction forces to be supported the choice of each geometrical configuration in the 

PTO could be driven by electromechanical or hydraulic devices in real application, as indicated in the 

submitted patent [41]. In the simulations, for validation and experimental tests, these configurations are 

modified manually at the beginning of each simulation. 

The following subsections describe the simulation test performed to check the behavior of the PTO in 

three different scenarios related to the control valve state: Control valve completely open, control valve 

completely closed and, finally, control valve opened at some specific aperture percentage. 
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4.1.1. Simulation Test I: PTO Behavior Using Fully Open Control Valve  

These simulation tests consist of applying a sinusoidal input signal maintaining the control valve 

completely open. This means that the aperture percentage of the control valve remains at one hundred. 

In this case, the flow injected by the active hydraulic cylinders will be transmitted completely at the PTO 

output, except for any leaks within the circuits. The flow through the fixed-displacement hydraulic motor 

will have a very similar shape when compared to the injected flow rate. 

Figure 10 shows the behavior of the input and output flows of the PTO for a specific time and when 

two geometrical configurations are used (Config 1 and Config 3). The behavior of the flow depends on 

the activated hydraulic cylinders. The upper left area of Figure 10, shows the instantaneous oil flow injected 

in the HP side of the circuit with four different activated hydraulic cylinders and using a geometrical 

configuration that allows high axial displacement of each cylinder rod (Config 1). In the bottom left area 

of the figure, the flow through the hydraulic motor is shown. The upper right side of Figure 10 shows the 

instantaneous oil injected in the HP side of the circuit by activating the same cylinders but using a 

geometrical configuration which allows low axial displacement of each cylinder rod (Config 3). In the 

bottom right side of the figure, the flow through the hydraulic motor is shown. As Config 1 enables higher 

rod displacements than Config 3, the injected flow to the high pressure side is higher. As can be seen in 

the Figure 10, the flow is asymmetrical during one cycle in Cil1, Cil4 or Cil14 cases. This is due to the 

differences between the piston and annulus areas of each hydraulic cylinder. Hydraulic cylinders with 

the same characteristics are placed on opposite sides. Therefore only when both of the same 

characteristics are active will the maximum flow be the same, and independent of the movement direction. 

This occurs when hydraulics cylinder HC3.1 and HC3.3 or HC3.2 and HC.34 are active. One particular 

case is shown in Figure 10, where all hydraulic cylinders are activated. The upper and lower graphs are very 

similar, because the only difference between them is the leakage in the circuit. The sharp peaks of each 

configuration are related to the inclusion of the pipes in the hydraulic model. According to [25],  

the inclusion of pipes decreases the stiffness of the hydraulic pump system, in our case the hydraulic 

cylinders on duty, which can cause a phase delay from the pumped fluid. The longer the length of the 

pipes, the higher the dead volume of the hydraulic circuit and the lower the stiffness. As indicated in 

Section 4.2, the amount of trapped air is estimated at around 6%, which further reduces the stiffness of 

the system. This effect is more pronounced if the hydraulic cylinders on duty are the smallest ones 

because the hydraulic cylinder chamber volume is lower than the dead volume. 

The flow through the fixed-displacement hydraulic motor allows the rotation of the hydraulic motor 

axis proportionally to the displacement. Figure 11 illustrates the behavior of the hydraulic motor speed 

in the same configurations using identical active hydraulic cylinders. In this case, three different geometrical 

configurations are shown; the two previous configurations (a and c graphs) and also the configuration with 

the highest rod displacement of the hydraulic cylinders (Config 2). 
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Figure 10. Instantaneous flow at the PTO input and output versus activated cylinders using 

configuration 1 and 3. 

 

Figure 11. Instantaneous hydraulic motor speed versus activated cylinders using different 

configurations: Config 1 (a), Config 2 (b) and Config 3 (c). 
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In this arrangement the movement of the hydraulic cylinder rods using Config 1 and 2 provoke a very 

similar angular speed in the hydraulic motor. Hence, the angular speed at the hydraulic motor shaft will 

be very similar. 

Figure 12 depicts the behavior of the instantaneous HP Accumulator pressure using identical active 

hydraulic cylinders in the same geometrical configurations from Figure 11. As mentioned before, the 

sharp peaks of each configuration are related to the pipes included between the hydraulic cylinders and 

the accumulators. These components reduce the stiffness of the hydraulic system. 

 

Figure 12. Instantaneous HP Accumulator pressure versus activated cylinders using different 

configurations: Config 1 (a), Config 2 (b) and Config 3 (c). 

4.1.2. Simulation Test II: PTO Behavior Using Control Valve Completely Closed 

These simulation tests consist of applying a sinusoidal input signal whilst maintaining the control 

valve completely closed. This means that the aperture percentage of the control valve remains at zero. In 

this case, the flow injected in the HP side of the hydraulic circuit by the active hydraulic cylinders is 

stored inside the HP accumulator itself. As the oil volume inside the accumulator is higher than previously, 

the internal pressure in the accumulator, P2, will increase. These simulation tests demonstrate the flexibility 

to modify the HP accumulator pressure evolution, on the one hand, depending on the geometrical 

configuration whilst a specific combination of hydraulic cylinders are active and, on the other hand, 

depending on the active hydraulic cylinder whilst a specific geometrical configuration is fixed. 

As in the previous tests, several geometrical configurations have been selected to show the behavior 

of the HP accumulator. In this simulation, the relief valve has been fixed at 130 bar. Therefore, if the oil 

volume inside the HP accumulator reaches to a specific value that exceeds 130 bar, any subsequent input 

movement will overcome the relief valve pressure. In this case, the injected flow will go through the 

relief valve, maintaining the same high pressure unless input conditions change. 

Each graph from Figure 13 illustrates the evolution of the HP accumulator pressure maintaining  

the same hydraulic cylinder configuration active, whilst the geometrical configuration changes. When a 
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specific hydraulic cylinder is active, the evolution of the HP accumulator pressure rate depends on the 

selected geometrical configuration. This fact is related to the maximum displacement allowed by each 

configuration. Config 1 will reach the required operation pressure faster than the other configurations. 

 

Figure 13. HP accumulator pressure evolution related to geometrical configuration, using  

a specific combination of active hydraulic cylinders. (a) Cylinder 1; (b) Cylinder 4;  

(c) Cylinders 1 and 4; (d) Cylinders 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
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Each graph in Figure 14 shows the behavior of each geometrical configuration when different 

hydraulic cylinders are activated. In this case, it is obvious that higher the number of activated hydraulic 

cylinders, the higher the rate of pressure evolution. 

 

Figure 14. High Pressure accumulator pressure evolution related to the active hydraulic 

cylinders, with a fixed specific geometrical configuration. (a) Config 1; (b) Config 2;  

(c) Config 3; (d) Config 4.  
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The pressure established at the HP accumulator, in conjunction with the area of the active hydraulic 

cylinders, allows the application of the restraining torque which will be used to brake the hypothetical 

wave energy capture device. Figure 15 shows the evolution of the alternative restraining torque applied 

by the PTO input depending on the geometrical configuration and the active hydraulic cylinders.  

The shape of the plot of the torque against time is similar to the one of a Coulomb-type load. However 

in this case the restraining torque is modified by changing the areas and the geometrical parameters of 

the location of the hydraulic cylinders, AB and OB, with respect to the pivoting point, PP. 

 

Figure 15. Restraining Torque Evolution at the PTO input. Comparison between different 

Geometrical configurations using same activated hydraulic cylinders. (a) Config 1;  

(b) Config 2; (c) Config 3. 

As can be seen, the higher the number of active hydraulic cylinders, the higher the restraining torque. 

Moreover, using the Config 1 geometrical configuration, a higher restraining torque than other configurations 

is obtained. In addition, it can be seen that by using lower displacements of the hydraulic cylinder rod 

(associated with configuration layout Config 3) the time in which the restraining torque is applied is 

reduced. This is due to the fact that the rod fixation of each hydraulic cylinder includes a translational 

hard stop, which restricts the motion of the rod between two limits reproducing a certain mechanical 

backlash. Furthermore, in Config 3, the restraining torque decreases when compared to other configurations. 

This is due to the fact that the torque arm is smaller than in Config 1, following the Equation (1).  

The inclusion of the translational hard stop block in the model (see Figure 4) might provoke the 

appearance of 45° lines when the velocity approaches zero. 

Figure 16 shows the HP Accumulator pressure evolutions when the restraining torques depicted  

in Figure 15 are generated. The pressure evolution of the HP Accumulator is very low, so the restraining 

torque appears to be the same throughout the simulation. Although it has not been included in the graphs, 

the LP accumulator pressure decreases from approximately 8 bar in accordance with the oil supplied to 

the HP side. 
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Figure 16. HP accumulator pressure Evolution. Comparison between different Geometrical 

configurations using the same activated hydraulic cylinders. (a) Config 1; (b) Config 2;  

(c) Config 3. 

4.1.3. Simulation Test III: PTO Behavior Using Variable Aperture of Control Valve 

These simulation tests consist of applying the same sinusoidal input signal but keeping the control 

valve open at a certain aperture percentage after a certain programmed time. To carry out these simulation 

tests two hydraulic cylinders have been considered as active. In this case, one of the small cylinders 

(HC3.1) and one of the big cylinders (HC3.4) have been selected to pump the oil volume to the high 

pressure side. The simulations have been performed using the geometrical configuration, Config 1. 

Figure 17 shows the evolution of the HP accumulator pressure, overlapping up to six different control 

valve percentages. All the simulations open the control valve when the pressure of the HP accumulator 

reaches 100 bar. 

 

Figure 17. HP accumulator pressure Evolution. Comparison between different control valve 

apertures using the same activated hydraulic cylinders (HC3.1 and HC3.4). Config 1. 
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The figure shows that control valve aperture percentages below 10% receive an increment in the HP 

accumulator pressure whilst maintaining the same PTO input movement. Using control aperture percentages 

above 15% produces a decrement in the pressure of the HP accumulator. In the first case, the oil volume 

injected by the active hydraulic cylinders is higher than that demanded by the aperture of the control 

valve. Therefore the extra flow pumped by the hydraulic cylinders displacement is stored in the HP 

accumulator. In the other case, as the PTO input movement is not able to supply all the flow demanded 

by the control valve, the HP accumulator supplies a certain quantity of the stored oil volume to compensate 

for the lack of flow demanded by the control valve. 

Figure 18 includes the flow through the hydraulic cylinder (L/min) and the hydraulic motor speed (rpm) 

between 200 and 400 s. The evolution of the pressure of the HP Accumulator, P2, is also shown. In this 

figure the speed of the hydraulic motor is proportional to the flow through the hydraulic motor according 

to the Equation (9). As the aperture percentage of the control valve is constant, the speed of the hydraulic 

motor is practically constant in each case due to the fact that the second term of the Equation (9), 

representing its leakage, is very small. In these simulation tests, it is important to remark that the LP 

accumulator pressure is increasing as the HP accumulator pressure is decreasing with the time. 

 

Figure 18. HP accumulator pressure Evolution in bar (a). Hydraulic Motor Flow Evolution 

in L/min (b). Hydraulic Motor Speed in rpm (c). Comparison between different control valve 

apertures using same activated hydraulic cylinders (HC3.1 and HC3.4). Config 1. 

In addition to these simulations using different control aperture percentages whilst maintaining the 

PTO input movement active, several additional simulations have also been performed. These have been 

used to analyze the behavior of the pressure of the HP Accumulator (bar), the flow through the hydraulic 

motor (L/min) and the angular speed of the hydraulic motor (rpm). This results in the assessment of the 

PTO output, when the PTO input is blocked.  

This situation could be found when the energy of the waves is not sufficient to move the energy capture 

device, so the input of the PTO is not able to move the hydraulic cylinders, hence, they are unable to 

supply any flow to the output.  
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In this case, the ability of the hydraulic motor movement to generate energy is related to the oil volume 

stored in the HP Accumulator. In Figure 19, the higher the control valve aperture percentage, the lower 

the autonomy of the volume stored by the HP accumulator.  

 

Figure 19. HP accumulator pressure evolution in bar (a). Hydraulic Motor Flow evolution in 

L/min (b). Hydraulic Motor Speed in rpm (c). Comparison between different control valve 

apertures when PTO input movement is blocked. 

For the sake of the simulations, results from an initial pressure of 102 bar are shown. The results  

are independent of the geometrical configuration of the hydraulic cylinders, as there is no movement at 

the Input of the PTO. The results of last simulation test could be used to implement a strategy to extend 

the period of continuous rotation of the hydraulic motor and generator group whilst the sea conditions 

remain calm. 

4.2. Experimental Validation and Model Adjustment 

The following methodology has been carried out to perform the adjustment of the dynamic model, 

once it is optimized. Firstly, the parameters required for the components of the model have been completed 

using the datasheet of each manufacturer. Secondly, structural stiffness and damping of the mechanical 

test bench setup have been estimated using finite element software. Thirdly, the open loop behavior of 

the PTO has been adjusted using the Test bench shown in Figure 20. This experimental evaluation has 

been carried out using the specific geometrical configuration for hydraulic cylinders, as defined in Config 1. 

The objectives of these experimental tests are, firstly, to adjust the relative amount of trapped air inside 

the Hydraulic Fluid block of the model and, secondly, to define the discharge coefficient and  

look-up table of the control valve related to the aperture percentage. 

To adjust the relative amount of trapped air in the model, experimental values of the high pressure 

gauge have been collected and compared with simulated values. The experimental evaluation has been 

performed using different active hydraulic cylinders starting at different initial pressures. 

A double-acting hydraulic cylinder controlled by a third-party software has been used for moving the 

rack-pinion geared system which is defined as the PTO input. The amplitude and the frequency of a 
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sinusoidal signal first have to be defined. A movement of ±40 mm at 0.1 Hz is applied to the rack-pinion 

geared system charging the HP Accumulator with the control valve closed. This input signal does not 

exceed the maximum design values of the PTO input, corresponding to an angular displacement of ±30° 

at low angular speed (0–5 rad/s) [27]. 

 

Figure 20. Hydraulic PTO. Main elements of the Test bench. PTO Input. 

Figure 21 shows the simulated input speed, the on-line calculated input speed and the directly measured 

input speed obtained by the encoder placed in the Pivoting Axis (PTO input). The maximum input speed 

is approximately 2.5 rpm. The resolution of the encoder is not high enough to show a steady speed behavior. 

 

Figure 21. Comparison between Simulated PTO Input speed and Calculated/Measured PTO 

Input speed.  
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This results in the curves representing the experimental values having a step like shape. This sinusoidal 

input speed is used in all tests performed to adjust the amount of trapped air, independently of the number 

of active hydraulic cylinders. 

Figures 22–25 show the evolution of the simulated and experimentally measured pressure of the HP 

Accumulator after activating different hydraulic cylinders when the amount of trapped air has been 

adjusted to 6%. In all cases the simulated and experimental signals are very similar.  

 

Figure 22. Comparison between Simulated and Experimentally Measured pressure of HP 

Accumulator. Active cylinders HC3.1 and HC3.3. Initial Pres. 64.5 bar. Geometrical layout: 

Config 1. 

 

Figure 23. Comparison between Simulated and Experimentally Measured pressure of HP 

Accumulator. Active cylinder HC3.2. Initial Pres. 67.2 bar. Geometrical layout: Config 1. 
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Figure 24. Comparison between Simulated and Experimentally Measured pressure of HP 

Accumulator. Acitve cylinder HC3.4. Initial Pres. 72 bar. Geometrical layout: Config 1. 

 

Figure 25. Comparison between Simulated and Experimentally Measured pressure of HP 

Accumulator. Active cylinders HC3.1 and HC3.3. Valve Control Aperture 9%. Initial Pres. 

101.5 bar. Geometrical layout: Config 1. 

In order to demonstrate that the behavior is reasonably constant independent of the time interval, the 

following figures use different time intervals. In order to compare between simulated and experimentally 

measured pressures of HP accumulator, Figure 26 depicts the relative difference between both signals using 

the experimental values as reference. The relative difference is very low and shows a slight increment 

with time. 
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Figure 26. Relative Difference between Experimentally Measured and Simulated pressure 

of HP Accumulator. Active cylinders HC3.1 and HC3.3. Initial Pres. 64.5 bar. Geometrical 

layout: Config 1. 

The other experimental tests to be compared with those from the simulations are related to the  

PTO output and the control valve adjustment. Figure 27 displays the main components of the PTO 

Output. The objective of these tests is to adjust the behavior of the control valve in order to obtain similar 

pressure decay in the pressure of the HP Accumulator and a similar output speed for the hydraulic motor 

(PTO Output). 

 

Figure 27. Hydraulic Motor. PTO Output. 
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These tests consist of charging the HP Accumulator at a specific pressure. Once the pressure is 

reached, the PTO input movement is stopped. Afterwards the control valve is opened to a specific aperture 

percentage and the pressure of the HP pressure and the speed of the hydraulic motor are measured. 

Figure 28 shows the comparison between the simulated and experimental measurements of the 

hydraulic motor speed (rpm), identified in red and blue respectively. The experimental tests start at 

different initial pressures (102, 84 and 71 bar) with the control valve opened to different aperture percentages 

(12%, 15% and 25%). To obtain the results in Figure 28, the control valve has been parameterized with 

a discharge coefficient of 0.154 and by applying the control valve area versus control valve aperture 

percentages as identified in Table 11. 

 

Figure 28. PTO Output. Hydraulic motor speed (rpm) comparison between simulated (red) 

and experimental (blue) tests. 

Table 11. Control valve aperture percentage versus control valve area. 

Parameter Description Value 

Control Valve Aperture (%) [0,10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100] 
Control Valve Area (mm2) [0; 1.136; 2.756; 5.336; 8.876; 13.376; 18.836; 25.256; 32.636; 38.42; 44.18] 

Figures 28 and 29 show a good correlation between the experimental and simulated values in all of 

the tests, and they relate respectively to the hydraulic motor speed and the HP Accumulator pressure. 

However, it seems that experimental tests provide more autonomy than in the simulations. This behavior 

can be justified due to the method used for characterizing the control valve.  

The characterization of the control valve has been performed assuming that the control valve allows a 

specific flow independent of the pressure drop in the control valve. The flow through the control valve 

also depends on the pressure drop between the inlet and outlet of the valve ports.  
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Figure 29. PTO Output. HP Accumulator pressure (bar) comparison between simulated (red) 

and experimental (blue) tests. 

A better parameterization for these kind of control valves can be performed using the methods specified 

by Tchkalov [52]. The transient response of the actuator can be optimized using this method. In addition, 

it is also possible to include the frequency response characteristics of the valve. However, all these 

methods are based on the application of optimization procedures with functions from the Optimization 

Toolbox, which were not available to the author. 

4.3. Model Assessment 

According to the simulations using the PTO model developed in this work and compared with the 

experimental values obtained using a test bench, the model is able to follow the expected behavior using 

a specific sinusoidal input movement applied to a rack-pinion system. 

The comparison between simulated and experimental values using the same input signal demonstrates 

a good correlation between the model and the obtained using the manufactured test bench. Once the 

model is properly adjusted further investigations will be carried out to study some strategies to control a 

specific point-absorber using this PTO model as the mean power efficiency is 0.728 [27]. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper fully describes a novel PTO based on a double-acting cylinder array. The system main 

features provoke a braking torque that can be controlled through the modification of L (AB) and R (OB) 

geometrical parameters and through the activation of more than one hydraulic cylinder whilst also 

controlling the system pressure. 

The complete model of a PTO based on double-acting cylinders array has been presented, developed 

using a simulation toolbox based on a port-based approach to model hydraulic systems. The main advantage 
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of this modeling method lies in the ability of easily constructing the required hydraulic model(s). 

However, the main drawback comes from the ability of the model developer to correctly interpret the 

datasheet for each hydraulic component with respect to the parameters used by the model. Depending on 

the manufacturer of the hydraulic components, sometimes they are unavailable, or the available 

parameters do not correspond to those ones used in the block of the simulation toolbox. The model assumes 

that the temperature in the hydraulic fluid does not change during the simulation. However, it takes into 

account several parameters that consider most of the hydraulic losses caused by the hydraulic pipes and 

components, including real characteristics of the hydraulic fluid. 

The paper shows results from simulations of the developed model using four geometrical 

configurations in conjunction with the application of four different combinations of active hydraulic 

cylinders. However, this PTO consists of four double-acting hydraulic cylinders and each hydraulic 

cylinder is able to use up to twenty different possible assembly configurations. In addition, up to nineteen 

different restraining torques could be applied for each geometrical configuration. This availability and 

the control of the operating pressure allows the application of a great number of restraining torques. 

The simulation results have demonstrated that the defined PTO is able to apply different restraining 

torques by modifying geometrical characteristics and activating or deactivating hydraulic cylinders 

depending on the input signal. The modification of the geometrical parameters is related to the modification 

of the climate conditions, whereas the activation or deactivation of the double-acting hydraulic cylinders 

could be used to adjust the restraining torque for the current sea state. 

In addition, the developed model has been further refined through the comparison between several 

experimental results performed on a real Test bench and the simulation tests. The adjustment has been 

performed to obtain a similar high pressure evolution in three different scenarios, valve control completely 

closed, completely open or open to a given percentages of a fully open aperture. The comparison after 

the adjustment indicates that the model is accurately tuned. Therefore, this model can be utilized to 

propose control strategies on specific Wave Energy Converters like point absorbers. 

The detailed PTO is flexible enough to be used under different sea conditions by selecting the 

geometrical parameters (off-line), while the activation and de-activation of the double-acting hydraulic 

cylinders can be decided by a real-time controller to adjust the restraining torque to the current situation 

of a given sea state. Taking into account the flexibility of this PTO, the devices for wave energy extraction 

or WECs can take advantage of the possibility of developing control strategies such as latching, 

unlatching and variable time-amplitude pulse control.  

Future work will focus on the dynamic simulation of a specific WEC using this PTO in order to 

analyze optimal control algorithms to maximize the power extraction. 
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